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Abstract 

Focusing on refugee theories and concepts, this study utilises a qualitative 

research approach to analyse the migration experiences of a group of Tibetan 

refugee women living in exile in McLeod Ganj, Dharamsala, India. The study 

examines the reasons why the women left Tibet, risking their lives to make the 

arduous journey across the Himalayan Mountains into exile, and explores their 

past, present and future hopes, the difficulties they have faced, and those that 

they are facing today. 

Data for the study were collected through various methods, including in-depth 

interviews, Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), and Capacities and 

Vulnerabilities Analysis (CVA), stimulus pictures, informal conversations and 

personal observations while in McLeod Ganj, Dharamsala, India. 

The Tibetan refugee movement is examined within its own socio-political 

context through an exploration of the historical background of the Tibetan 

refugee situation, including China's presence in Tibet, and the ways in which 

this presence has affected Tibetan refugee movements. The Literature Review 

examines the various migration and refugee theories and concepts that have 

emerged within academia, and assesses the conceptual gaps that are present 

within the existing literature. 

Focusing on contemporary Tibetan refugee movements, this thesis considers 

the question of why, after more than fifty years of Chinese occupation, Tibetans 

are still leaving Tibet to live in exile in India. The study then puts forward two 

models of refugee migration based on the patterns of migration expressed in 

the data. 
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Song of Exile 

Exile is the emptiness - for however much you bought 
with you, there's far more you left behind. 
Exile is the ego that shrinks, for how can you prove 
what you were and what you did? 
Exile is the erasure of pride. 
Exile is the escape that is often worse than the prison. 

Exile is xenophobe - for every single one who likes you, 
you'll find ten in whom there is nothing but hate. 
Exile is the Xanthippe nagging you for thoughts unthought 
and for words unspoken. 

Exile is the infinitive you can't help splitting -
the intention that is never equalled by the execution. 
Exile is the invasion that can never succeed -
for you can never conquer your inhibitions -
it is the incubus riding your pillow. 

Exile is the loneliness in the middle of a crowd -
Exile is longing never to be fulfilled, 
it is love unrequited, the loss never replaced -
the listless, loveless, long wait for the train 
that never arrives, the plane that never gets off the ground. 

Exile is the end and never the beginning -
Exile is the eruption whose lava stream carries you away -
it is the eternity measured in minutes, the eyes 
that never enjoy the familiar sight, 
the ears that listen to alien music. 

Exile is a song that only the singer can hear 
Exile is an illness that not even death can cure - for how 
can you rest in soil that cannot nourish you? 
Exile is the warning example to those who still 
have their homes, who belong. 
But will you take heed of the warning? 

From Tabori (1972: 9). 
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